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Partons in heavy-ion collisions interact strongly with the Quark-Gluon1

Plasma (QGP), and hence have their energy and shower structure modi-2

fied compared to those in vacuum. Theoretical calculations predict that3

the radiative energy loss, which is the dominant mode of energy loss for4

gluons and light quarks in the QGP, is suppressed for heavy quarks at low5

transverse momenta (pT). At RHIC energies, lower energy jets closer to the6

charm quark mass are more accessible, and could provide key insight into7

the understanding of the mass dependence of parton energy loss. We re-8

port the first measurements of the D0(cū) meson tagged jet pT spectra and9

the D0 meson radial profile in jets reconstructed from Au+Au collisions at10 √
sNN = 200 GeV, collected by the STAR experiment.11

1. Introduction12

Relativistic heavy-ion collisions are able to produce Quark-Gluon Plasma13

(QGP), as predicted by Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) [1]. Internal14

probes involving hard scattering processes can be used to study the proper-15

ties of the QGP medium. Jets, one of such probes, manifest as collimated16

clusters of final state particles in the detector. The partons which give rise17

to these jets lose energy to the QGP medium, either through elastic colli-18

sions, or through induced gluon bremsstrahlung - a phenomenon known as19

jet quenching [2]. The effects of jet quenching can be seen in measurements20

of inclusive jets yield suppression [3] and modifications to the jet structure21

[4]. A study of heavy flavor tagged jets can shed light on the mass and22

flavor dependence of the parton energy loss and jet structure modifications.23

The dead-cone effect [5], as predicted by the QCD, has been measured for24

charm quarks in pp collisions at the LHC [6], but remains elusive in heavy-25

ion collisions. Heavy flavor jets at the LHC have also yet to reveal significant26
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differences to their inclusive counterparts [7, 8], possibly due to having ener-27

gies much higher than the parton mass. Such studies at the RHIC energies,28

where lower energy jets are produced, could be the key to better understand29

the parton mass dependence of the energy loss. This proceeding will focus30

on the first measurements of D0(D̄0) meson tagged jet transverse momen-31

tum (pT) spectra and the D0(D̄0) meson radial profile in tagged jets from32

Au+Au collisions at
√
sNN = 200 GeV.33

2. Analysis Setup34

This work uses Minimum Bias (MB) triggered Au+Au events at
√
sNN35

= 200 GeV, collected in 2014 by the STAR detector [9] at RHIC. Events and36

tracks, which pass standard quality cuts at STAR [10], are chosen within the37

pseudorapidity acceptance of |η| < 1. This analysis is done in three central-38

ity bins: 0-10% (central), 10-40% (mid-central), and 40-80% (peripheral).39

D0(D̄0) mesons are reconstructed via the hadronic decay channel D0 →40

K− + π+(and its charge conjugate) with a branching ratio of 3.89 % [11].41

Several topological selections based on the decay geometry of D0(D̄0) are42

applied to supress the combinatorial Kπ pairs in an event, thanks to the43

excellent track pointing resolution provided by the Heavy Flavor Tracker44

(HFT) [12]. A more thorough discussion on the selection criteria for the45

D0(D̄0) candidates is available in Ref. [13].46

Full jets are reconstructed from TPC tracks and electromagnetic calorime-47

ter (ECAL) towers with pT > 0.2 GeV/c, and transverse energy ET > 0.2 GeV48

respectively. Jets are found using the anti-kT clustering algorithm available49

in the FastJet package [14], with a radius parameter of R = 0.4 in the50

η − ϕ space, and are selected in the pseudorapidity range |ηjet| < 1 − R.51

The K and π daughter tracks are replaced with the corresponding D0(D̄0)52

candidate before the jets are reconstructed. A jet area based background53

subtraction is applied to remove the average background contribution to the54

jet energy [15]. Jets with a D0(D̄0) constituent of pT,D0 ∈ (5, 10) GeV/c55

are considered as a D0 tagged jet for this analysis.56

3. D0(D̄0) Jet Spectra and Shape Modifications57

To extract the raw yield of D0(D̄0) mesons, a method called sP lot [16]58

is used. sP lot calculates per event weights, called sWeights, from an un-59

binned likelihood fit to the D0(D̄0) invariant mass distribution. The weight60

classifies how likely it is for a D0(D̄0) candidate to be a true D0(D̄0).61

Figure 1 shows the invariant mass distribution of Kπ pairs in the pT re-62

gion of 5–10 GeV/c for 0–80% MB events. The raw D0 jet distributions are63

obtained by weighing each candidate with the corresponding sWeight. The64
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Fig. 1. The invariant mass distribution of Kπ pairs with pT ∈ (5, 10) GeV/c.

The unlike sign Kπ pair distribution (black) is fit with a Gaussian plus second-

order polynomial function (red) to estimate the D0(D̄0) yield. The signal after the

removal of the background (blue) is also shown.

invariant yield of D0(D̄0) tagged jets is represented by the formula:65

d2Njet

2π Nevt pT,jet dpT,jet dη
=

1

B.R.
×

N raw
jet

2π Nevt pT,jet ∆pT,jet ∆η
× 1

ϵcorr
(1)

where B.R. is the D0 → K−π+ decay branching ratio (3.89± 0.04%), N raw
jet66

is the reconstructed D0(D̄0) tagged jet raw counts, and Nevt is the total67

number of events used in this analysis. The raw yields are corrected for68

the tracking efficiency and acceptances of the TPC and HFT, topological69

cut efficiency, particle identification efficiency, and finite vertex resolution70

based on the correction factors derived in Ref. [13], and the total correction71

factor is ϵcorr. The nuclear modification factor RCP is defined as the ratio of72

⟨Ncoll⟩–normalized yields between central and peripheral collisions, where73

⟨Ncoll⟩ is the average number of binary collisions for a centrality class.74

The radial distribution of D0(D̄0) mesons in tagged jets is defined by75

the formula:76

1

Njet

dNjet

dr
=

1

Njet

Njet|∆r

∆r
(2)

where r =
√

(ηjet − ηD0)2 + (ϕjet − ϕD0)2 is the distance of theD0(ηD0 , ϕD0)77

from the jet axis (ηjet, ϕjet) in the η− ϕ plane, and Njet|∆r is the number of78

jets with D0(D̄0) mesons in the ∆r interval.79

A Bayesian unfolding procedure [17] is used to account for the detector80

inefficiencies in jet reconstruction. A D0(D̄0)-enriched sample of pp events81
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at
√
s = 200 GeV is generated using PYTHIA v8.303, with the ‘Detroit’82

tune [18], and propagated through the STAR detector simulation using the83

GEANT3 [19] package. The charm quark spectrum based on FONLL [20]84

is used as a prior in the unfolding procedure. The charm quark fragmen-85

tation function is modeled using PYTHIA, and a systematic study of its86

variation is in the works. Observables with an asterisk(*), found later in87

this proceeding, are corrected with the PYTHIA fragmentation function.88

The fluctuation due to the heavy-ion background is estimated by embed-89

ding one ‘single-particle’ jet in each MB Au+Au event, and then matching90

each embedded jet with a reconstructed jet containing the tagged ‘single-91

particle’ [21]. The quantity ∆pT,SPjet = pdetT,SPjet − ppartT,SPjet models this fluc-92

tuation. The superscript ‘part’ refers to particle-level jets, and ‘det’ refers93

to detector-level jets. For the D0 meson radial profile, the aforementioned94

Bayesian unfolding procedure is used to simultaneously correct Njet as a95

function of pT,jet and ∆r.96

The systematic uncertainties in the reported observables are dominated97

by the following contributions: a) differences in the invariant yield of D0
98

mesons calculated using the sP lot method, and a like-sign background sub-99

traction method, and b) systematic uncertainty in D0(D̄0) reconstruction100

efficiency taken from Ref. [13]. Systematic variations related to the un-101

folding procedure are estimated by varying the following: a) the prior from102

FONLL to the D0 tagged jet distribution generated by PYTHIA, and b)103

the regularisation parameter.104

The efficiency-corrected invariant yield of D0(D̄0) jets is shown in the105

left panel of Fig. 2 for pT,D0 ∈ (5, 10) GeV/c, as a function of pT,jet in106

0-10%, 10-40%, and 40-80% Au+Au collisions. The spectra in the first107

two centrality bins are scaled by arbitrary factors for better visibility. The108

nuclear modification factor R∗
CP for the central and mid-central Au+Au col-109

lisions are shown in the right panel of Fig. 2, with the peripheral centrality110

bin as the reference. The bands (blue and green) at unity are uncertain-111

ties associated with ⟨Ncoll⟩. The D0 jet R∗
CP shows a stronger suppression112

in central collisions than in mid-central collisions at low pT,jet. R∗
CP also113

shows an increasing trend with pT,jet for both centrality bins. This trend is114

qualitatively different from the RCP measured for inclusive jets at RHIC [3].115

The radial profile for D0(D̄0) mesons with pT,D0 ∈ (5, 10) GeV/c in the116

tagged jets is shown as a function of the distance from the jet axis (r) in117

0-10%, 10-40%, and 40-80% Au+Au collisions in the left panel of Fig. 3.118

The ratios of the radial profiles for the central and mid-central events to119

peripheral events, shown in the right panel of Fig. 3, are found to be120

consistent with unity within the uncertainties. The large uncertainties are121

dominated by the limited statistics in the peripheral centrality bin.122
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Fig. 2. Left: D0(D̄0) tagged jet pT spectra with pT,D0 ∈ (5, 10) GeV/c in different

centrality classes; Right: Nuclear modification factor R∗
CP for D0 jets.
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Fig. 3. Left: D0 radial profile in D0(D̄0) tagged jets with pT,D0 ∈ (5, 10) GeV/c

in different centrality classes; Right: Ratio of D0 radial profiles for central and

mid-central events with respect to D0 radial profile for peripheral events.

4. Discussion123

In this proceeding, the first measurements of D0 meson tagged jet pT124

spectra and D0 meson radial profile are reported for pT,D0 ∈ (5, 10) GeV/c125

in Au+Au collisions at
√
sNN = 200 GeV. TheD0 pT,jet spectra are found to126

be suppressed for central and mid-central collisions at low pT,jet with the nu-127

clear modification factor showing an increasing trend with pT,jet. This trend128
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is qualitatively different from the inclusive jet measurements at RHIC. The129

radial profile of D0(D̄0) in its tagged jets is found to be consistent for dif-130

ferent centralities. Further studies are ongoing to extend our measurements131

to lower pT,D0 and pT,jet allowing us to get even closer to the charm quark132

mass. These measurements can help constrain theoretical models on parton133

flavor and mass dependencies of jet energy loss.134
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